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Q1 Please select one of the options that best describes you:
Answered: 81 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 81
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I live and own
property wit...

I own property
but do not l...

I live, but do
not own...

I neither live
nor own...

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

I live and own property within the proposed service area

I own property but do not live within the proposed service area (primary residence elsewhere)

I live, but do not own property within the proposed service area (I am a renter)

I neither live nor own property within the proposed service area
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62.96% 51

37.04% 30

Q2 The creation of a new fire protection service for Cherry Creek would
expand coverage of the existing Tobiano Volunteer Fire Department to
include Cherry Creek properties. Do you think the TNRD should hold a

public assent vote (referendum) to create a new fire protection service in
Cherry Creek?
Answered: 81 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 81
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Q3 Please describe the reason for your answer to Question #2
Answered: 79 Skipped: 2

# RESPONSES DATE

1 We are you of range of the proposed site. By the time volunteers got to fire station ours site
place would be burnt down.

8/7/2022 9:38 PM

2 To allow the community to decide if they would like expanded fire protection coverage 8/7/2022 8:57 PM

3 Don't want to pay for an unneeded service. 8/7/2022 8:09 PM

4 No fire dept needed 8/7/2022 7:52 PM

5 It should be the decision of community in majority 8/7/2022 7:31 PM

6 Do not see a substantial effect service being created for our property. Cost of loan prohibitive.
TNRD has not demonstrated good financial management. Get the severance package back
with financial penalties for all involved. Tobiano can pay for it themselves.

8/7/2022 3:10 PM

7 Residents should have a say about tax increases and community services. 8/7/2022 1:18 PM

8 I think the public should have a say in if the fire department expands service 8/7/2022 12:30 PM

9 Should be up to the public to decide 8/7/2022 12:08 PM

10 Property taxes would go up and the distance from tobiano to here would be unhelpful in a fire
situation.

8/7/2022 12:07 PM

11 Don't think it's necessary and too expensive on my taxes 8/7/2022 11:59 AM

12 Property owners will be affected financially and therefore should have a say. 8/7/2022 11:04 AM

13 We need it 8/7/2022 10:30 AM

14 It is too expensive on our tax bill, no insurance advantage 8/6/2022 8:59 PM

15 I would like to have the opportunity to vote for fire protection. 8/6/2022 7:40 PM

16 Fire protection is very important 8/6/2022 11:18 AM

17 Property taxes would increase and I'm not willing to pay more 8/5/2022 3:04 PM

18 Won’t be much help in case of a fire. My house would be gone by the time they get to it from
Tobiano.

8/4/2022 1:57 PM

19 It affects the homeowners, they should have a say. 8/3/2022 6:37 PM

20 Want to go with the majority vote instead of it being rammed down our throats. 8/3/2022 4:44 PM

21 I attended the Zoom meeting, felt the information and rationale was well presented, and
appreciate the value of fire protection for myself and my neighbours.

8/3/2022 12:16 PM

22 If you can do it without a referendum then just do it. Too much negative chitter chatter on
social media. If you have to have a referendum in order to expand the fire protection then my
answer is “yes”. Of course we need fire protection!

8/3/2022 9:49 AM

23 I am convinced this service will not be beneficial for my house and property in case of a fire
starting. No hydrants and response time will be way too long.

8/3/2022 9:48 AM

24 Just do it. The Fire Station is needed. 8/3/2022 8:01 AM

25 Zero confidence for distance traveled 8/3/2022 7:18 AM

26 Fire protection is always desirable, and if a referendum is required to create such service, then
that is the way to go.

8/2/2022 7:54 PM

27 Would like to have protection 8/2/2022 6:17 PM
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28 Would be a very valuable asset to community 8/2/2022 5:21 PM

29 I think it would be good to have fire protection 8/2/2022 5:03 PM

30 Because residents should be able to vote on it 8/2/2022 5:00 PM

31 Fire dept will never get here in time anyway 8/2/2022 4:18 PM

32 I am on the department already and would like to have these services available in an
emergency

8/2/2022 4:16 PM

33 A fire truck would not make it to my house in time to be able to save anything. Our driveway
could potentially not even be feasible for a fire truck to make it down. Not interested in fire
protection at all.

8/2/2022 4:14 PM

34 Yo give voice to the community 8/2/2022 4:00 PM

35 Enhanced fire protection is needed. Three vehicle fires and two grass/forest fires in 6-7 years
in area. Hi accident area on highway needs first responders.

8/2/2022 3:48 PM

36 Everyone should get a say ! 8/2/2022 3:47 PM

37 The dept is too far away to be affective. 8/2/2022 3:28 PM

38 I think a fire department is a valuable investment for our community. 8/2/2022 3:18 PM

39 Cherry creek residents need to vote. Not fair if we dont 8/2/2022 3:13 PM

40 Too any properties outside of the 8km zone. They won't approve it. Waste of money. 8/2/2022 3:01 PM

41 Because not all or us want the extra expense on our property tax nor feel they will benefit from
the service

8/2/2022 2:56 PM

42 It is not feasible to have a volunteer fire protection service for Cherry Creek as it is too spread
out with no consistent access to water.

8/2/2022 2:52 PM

43 See what the people want 8/2/2022 2:47 PM

44 There is currently no fire service 8/2/2022 2:40 PM

45 Too high of an increase in taxes for what we would get out of it. 8/2/2022 2:07 PM

46 Better than no protection 8/2/2022 1:45 PM

47 The properties are currently fully exposed to fire, the expansion of the Tobiano service will help
all properties, whether perfect or not.

8/2/2022 10:40 AM

48 It is prudent to provide uninterrupted fire protection from Kamloops through to Savona along
the Hwy 1 corridor.

8/2/2022 9:13 AM

49 $ 8/2/2022 6:55 AM

50 $ 8/2/2022 6:37 AM

51 The TNRD supported the tobaino fire hall with public funds without public consultation. Tobaino
is a private development but should not have been given the support over and above the areas
of Cherry Creek, TRE and Walhachin. What was the rational for the TNRD choosing Tobaino
over the other areas? Would it not have been more suitable to centralize a fire station to serve
all areas?.

8/1/2022 9:35 PM

52 Because anything proposed this far has very little benefit to me 7/30/2022 12:21 PM

53 Progress 7/30/2022 12:02 PM

54 Although I am not in favour of the expansion due to the cost at this time I think it will be good
to put the question to the residents of Cherry Creek.

7/29/2022 7:13 PM

55 This service is needed 7/29/2022 12:01 PM

56 This should be voted on before moving forward 7/28/2022 9:13 PM

57 We don't need a ineffective fire service that will inadequately service the creek. I dont want to
pay more property tax for nothing. Focuse on tobiano.

7/28/2022 8:39 PM
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58 cost outweighs the benefits 7/28/2022 10:18 AM

59 We are a area which have many houses. 7/28/2022 9:50 AM

60 We are at the other end of the area (Cherry Creek Estates). Furthest/ last on the road. 7/28/2022 9:50 AM

61 I would be happy to have fire protection 7/28/2022 9:47 AM

62 As there are no current measures in place for cherry creek it would be highly advantageous to
have something like the expanded fire department.

7/27/2022 11:01 PM

63 I think it should not be voted on until we know if we have grant finding 7/27/2022 10:13 PM

64 Cherry creek is too spread out for response time. So this would mostly benefit tobiano 7/27/2022 8:40 PM

65 I think everyone should have a say, not just the people in the hub of cherry creek. 7/27/2022 8:30 PM

66 A fire department is important for all of Cherry Creek! Safety in so many ways. 7/27/2022 7:47 PM

67 I think this is a good idea and would appreciate the question going to referendum 7/27/2022 2:53 PM

68 Will not reduce House Fire Insurance rates due to distances & will increase taxes greatly! Is
about $1,000/yr per 1 mil assessment

7/27/2022 2:52 PM

69 Fire protection service is a priority for my area. 7/27/2022 2:37 PM

70 with a $1/$1000 cost estimate we can't afford it without help 7/27/2022 2:35 PM

71 while they may not be able to save our house in time, I think it would stop it from spreading to
other homes and help protect us from forest fires. Also insurance would be cheaper.

7/27/2022 8:56 AM

72 The people should decide 7/26/2022 10:25 PM

73 it needs to be made very clear of who exactly is covered. is the fire department going to cover
up to 13 km? are they the TNRD going to ensure people understand that even if the property is
just outside of the said 13 km that the fire trucks cannot extend past that as they are required
to be available for the tax base paying for them. and really only one water tender and an
engine? As there is a water shortage out here would it not be advisable to have 2 water tenders
so that on can be constantly feeding the second one that feeds the engine truck?

7/26/2022 10:01 PM

74 Always good to get opinion of people who live and pay taxes in the area 7/26/2022 6:40 PM

75 Common sense - fire protection where there is currently no dedicated service. 7/21/2022 12:54 PM

76 Should just put it in , we need a fire service out here and I think everyone agrees 7/21/2022 10:59 AM

77 We should not vote on it because it should just go in. We need fire protection regardless of if
majority wants it or not.

7/21/2022 10:58 AM

78 Need fire protection in Cherry Creek 7/21/2022 10:43 AM

79 home insurance savings 7/20/2022 11:57 AM
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72.84% 59

27.16% 22

Q4 Do you feel that you have access to enough information to make an
informed decision on this issue if a referendum were to proceed?

Answered: 81 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 81
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32.10% 26

67.90% 55

Q5 Would you, or someone you know, be interested in becoming a
volunteer firefighter if a referendum were to pass?

Answered: 81 Skipped: 0

TOTAL 81
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Q6 Please provide any other feedback you have at this time (optional).
Answered: 32 Skipped: 49

# RESPONSES DATE

1 This would benefit Tobiano only. But cherry creek would be paying. This service is to far to get
to us in an event of an emergency. There are no fire hydrants in the area as well. So waiting on
a fully loaded truck…then distance to get here… we would be fighting the fire ourselves
anyways.

8/7/2022 12:07 PM

2 Thank you for all of the effort put into this! Appreciate it! 8/7/2022 11:04 AM

3 I’m feeling tobiano needs our money for this hall, a lot of Cherry Creek homes are too far away 8/6/2022 8:59 PM

4 The amount taxes are going up, isn’t worth it. Insurance difference doesn’t make up for the
amount having to pay out.

8/3/2022 6:37 PM

5 Proper study and requirements done to validate costs versus benefits to all concerned. 8/3/2022 4:44 PM

6 Thank you for undertaking this endeavour. I sincerely hope that there is overwhelming support
to see the fire protection service made available.

8/3/2022 12:16 PM

7 We strongly feel this is essential to the future of Cherry Creek despite people on CC
Connection FB page feeing that it is expensive and not valuable

8/3/2022 9:49 AM

8 I dont think this service will be useful at all.. I talked to the insurance company and my fees
will not decrease due to the fact the response time will be too long and we will not have
hydrants.. Therefor the increase in taxes will be just what it is..another increase in taxes ..

8/3/2022 9:48 AM

9 I’m fully insured against fire Tobiano homes should be responsible for any TAX increases 8/3/2022 7:18 AM

10 Where would the water come from? Many cherry creekers have limited water. 8/2/2022 4:00 PM

11 Need first hand information from other volunteer fire chiefs on benefits! 8/2/2022 3:48 PM

12 I don’t believe a volunteer fire department in Tobiano would be much of an asset to most
Cherry creek residences .It will simply take money from our taxes for something we cannot
benefit from .

8/2/2022 3:47 PM

13 This is very little more than a cash grab to benefit Tobiano residents. THEY built the million
dollar home, with out thinking about insurance or protection. It's the problem when City Slickers
move into rural areas. They are clueless. So is the TNRD in making this presentation. How
many employees work at TNRD that live or have grown up in the Rural area, understanding
rural concerns. TNRD is only trying to accomodate the Tobiano residents. Shud a fire dept ever
come to Cherry Creek, the better location would be at the Kamloops end. Heavey trucks move
faster down hill then uphill. The priority to this question should have been how many people
would make a solid committment to form a volunteer dept.

8/2/2022 3:28 PM

14 Personally I think it would make more sense to have the department respond to medical calls
as well and even look into having the hall manned 24/7 if people knew a minimum of 2 people
would respond no matter what time of day I think they would feel better about the higher taxes.

8/2/2022 3:18 PM

15 Too much unknown info regards to fire protection rating and when it would come into effective.
So the insurance break is unknown .

8/2/2022 3:01 PM

16 I am approximately 10 minutes or more from the proposed site. If my house were to catch fire,
it would be long gone before fire protection could reach me. I am not willing to pay more taxes
so Tobiano can have more secure fire protection. They should be paying the whole bill for that
level of service.

8/2/2022 2:52 PM

17 I feel like tobiano is attempting to get cherry creek to subsidize their fire hall. The increase in
our taxes is outrageous. The majority of insurances policies won’t rebate for this type of
coverage.

8/2/2022 2:07 PM

18 Haven't seen much publicity on this matter - would like to see more . Not sure how to get it out 8/2/2022 1:45 PM
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there to let everyone know about taking the survey.

19 The current proposed location 1) ignores ALR title consolidation conditions required at the time
of Tobiano approval (OIC's 717, 718, 719 1998), 2) is contrary to the current Cherry Creek OCP
5.1.1, 5.1.2 (b), which emphasizes ALR large parcel preservation and inappropriate
fragmentation, particularly when alternative firehall locations exist, is contrary to OCP 6.8
which favours Cluster development (as defined by the east/west diagonal Tobiano/ ALR
development boundary) that limited Tobiano development to lesser agricultural lands and
preserves prime 1 ALR lands as recommended by the 1998 Perry Commission, is contrary to
OCP 11.3 a, b, d which encourages infrastructure development at existing Hwy 1 intersections
rather than multiple interchanges along this controlled access highway. A firehall at the Cherry
Creek Station Road interchange or the Colebrook Road interchange are more suitable
locations.

8/2/2022 9:13 AM

20 The TNRD must provide equal service to all residents. Not just a select few and please do not
favor private developers over other worthy residents

8/1/2022 9:35 PM

21 Thanks for moving this forward 7/30/2022 12:02 PM

22 The properties beyond 8km from the proposed hall (this could also apply in a similar way to the
properties in the 5 to 8km distance) should pay a lesser mill rate or tax levy per $100,000 due
to the reduced benefit due to distance from the proposed hall and the reduced benefit on
insurance savings. This suggestion or question was brought up in the meeting and the answer
given was 'no' and the impression given was that it would be to much work. I think this idea
should be further explored and information communicated to the residents prior to the
referendum.

7/29/2022 7:13 PM

23 Concerns for trailer park 100%. 7/28/2022 9:50 AM

24 I feel that there needs to be proper information given to the old school mentality people living in
cherry creek to enforce a yes decision. The old way of thinking only goes so far until a home
burns down in cherry creek or farmers lose fields and outbuildings. Also there needs to be a
better job done explaining that there will be a large surge of population in tobiano over the next
5-10 years alleviating cost to cherry creek residents on this matter over time.

7/27/2022 11:01 PM

25 We live 5kms up Greenstone Road. We are the only people here. Would we be in the proposed
area to be covered??

7/27/2022 8:30 PM

26 I cannot believe that any homeowner would not a fire department. It’s so important! 7/27/2022 7:47 PM

27 Some properties are not easily accessible in winter. Also, the 8 & 13 km distances exclude
many but we would still be expected to pay the tax. It will amount to taxes due for no service!
The $1,000 + /year will just be in addition to our Insurance bill. It may seem a good idea in
principle but not economical for homeowners. It looks like Tobiano needs C.Creek tax $$ to get
their now-unaffordable Fire Hall. With their hydrants they can get protection - something
C.Creek will never have.

7/27/2022 2:52 PM

28 Thank you for considering this project. You have my full support. 7/27/2022 2:37 PM

29 it should be spelled how how much our taxes are going to go up to get this new fire hall and
that it is only going to affect those that fall with in that area. As well the proposed mapping
should have roads names or addresses (the last one on either end of coverage for example)
not everbody can read maps

7/26/2022 10:01 PM

30 Has there been any thought on bringing the fire hall further east to encompass more properties
outside of the 8 km protection area? It seems that the new proposed fire hall is still within 5
Kim’s of tobiano so moving it east 1 or 2km would allow more properties to be covered. The
fire hall would be more centrally situated within the proposed coverage area.

7/26/2022 6:40 PM

31 Strongly in favour 7/21/2022 12:54 PM

32 Think this is a good idea, need to know costs. 7/21/2022 10:43 AM
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